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The reaction between ~-nitrobenzyl bromide and 
sodium hydroxide in homogeneous aqueous dioxane and 
aqueous tetrahydrofuran media was studied. 
The product of the reaction was identified by infra 
red, gas chromatography and chemical tests as m-nitrobenzyl 
alcohol. 
The kinetics of the reaction are second order with 
practically no variation in the rate constants as the % 
of the organic solvent was changed in the medium. This 
seems to imply hydrolysis of the organic halide by a process 
involving both bond-breaking and bond-formation in the 
transition state. 
The activation energy, measured in 50% aqueous dioxane, 
between 20° and 69.5°C at 5 different temperatures, is 
15,500 cal/mole. 
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The reaction between substituted benzyl halides and 
hydroxyl ions in homogeneous aqueous-organic solvent media 
usually leads to the formation of the corresponding benzyl 
alcohols. 
OH 
The influence of the substituents on the reactivity 
of the side chain in this reaction and in similar ones has 
been the subject of continuous investigation since 1920. 
However, the study of the reactions of nitrobenzyl halides 
with hydroxyl ions in aqueous-aprotic~.solvent media·seems 
to have been avoided until very recently, when it was 
shown that E-nitrobenzyl halides do not give the 
corresponding alcohol, but yield E-£'dinitrostilbene via 
~-elimination in quantitative yield. 
It is obvious now, why such a study of the nitro 
compounds has been avoided. The nitro group of all other 
groups, is the only one that is known to affect such a 
* Non-Protonic Solvent 
transformation. It seemed desirable, then, to investigate 
the behavior of the m-nitro compounds under similar 
conditions. Such a study has not been conducted before. 
The present work involves an investigation of the 
products of the reaction of m-nitrobenzyl bromide with 
hydroxide ion in aqueous-organic solvent media, and various 
rate measurements carried out with the hope of elucidating 
the mechanism(s) of the chemical transformation(s). 
2 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
The influence of groups upon side-chain reactivity 
was first studied in detail by Olivier<1>. His work 
showed that electron releasing groups favor the 
unimolecular nucleophilic substitution, SNl, and retard 
the bimolecular nucleophilic, SN2 of halide in the side-
chain. This is a reflection of the .changes in electron 
density induced at the reaction site. 
R <-~ +X r.d.s. x;:==='=! 
R-o- rapid 
It is evident that the ionization of the halide would 
be retarded by electron attracting groups. However, in 
such cases, bimolecular nucleophilic substitution is 
facilitated. 
(1) s. c. J. Olivier, Rec. Trav. Chim., 49, 687 & 996 
(1930) 
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Hill and Fry( 2) confirmed earlier observations that 
the reactions of benzyl halides fall into the borderline 
region in nucleophilic displacements, and the mechanism 
can be shifted toward SNl or SN2 by introducing appropriate 
substituent& in the benzene ring. They observed a very 
clear relationship between chlorine isotope effect and 
kinetic behavior. For a nucleophile like thiosulfate ion, 
the reaction is shifted from first order to second order 
kinetics by changing the para-substituent from electron-
donor groups to those with increasing electron-withdrawing 
power. For those reactions exhibiting first order kinetics, 
the kinetic isotope effect (k35 /k37) cl c1 observed was close to 
1.008 while for reactions displaying second order kinetics 
the value was 1.0058. 
On the basis of the chlorine isotope effects 
35 37 . (kc1/kc1), 1t appears that the neutral and acid hydrolysis 
reactions are all proceeding by the way of very similar 
transition states, and the mechanism is very close to 
ideal SNl. The vastly different rates are attributed to 
the different abilities of the substituent groups to 
f 
disperse the developing positive charge on the methylene 
carbon. The possible involvement of water in the 




rate-determining transition state is insignificant in 
comparison to the electronic effect of the substituent 
group. 
In an effort to eleminate limiting terminologies 
aueh ae SNl and SN2, ete., and to introduce a qeneral 
mechanism for substitution reactions, Swain and Langsdorf()) 
conducted an extensive investigation of the reactions of 
benzyl halides. Their results, together with earlier ones, 
indicated -in general-greater bond-breaking than bond-
making in the transition state, of nucleophilic 
displacements on benzyl halides. There are variations in 
these two processes depending on the type of displacing 
reagent and the substituents in the benzene ring. The 
moreaectrophilic the reagent is, the greater is the 
tendency for bond-breaking at the transition state. Bond-
making, on the other hand, becomes more important with an 
increasing nucleophilicity of the attacking reagent. With 
regard to substituents, the greater the electron 
withdrawing power of the substituent, the greater is the 
tendency of bond-ma~ing at the transition state and vice 
versa. The para nitro group, for example, should favor 
bond-making while £-methoxy should favor bqnd-breaking. 
(3) c. G. Swain and w. Langsdorf, J. Am. Chern. Soc., 
11, 2813 (1951) 
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Hill and Fry{ 2) observed that in going from unsubstituted 
to £-nitrobenzyl chloride, the rate of reaction of benzyl 
halide with thiosulfate increased. They reasoned that 
this must be due to the increasing amount of bond-formation 
and hence, stabilization of the transition state by the 
greater electron-withdrawing ability of the nitro group. 
In a study of the kinetics and mechanism of the 
reaction of pyridine with substituted benzyl halides, 
Baker<4 > investigated the reaction of m-nitrobenzyl bromide 
with pyridine, in acetone as solvent. His observations 
showed that this reaction was second order, and slower 
than the reaction of either benzyl bromide or £-nitrobenzyl 
bromide. 
Fuchs and carlton<5> indicated that the Hammett (a) 
values(6 ) do not serve as a satisfactory basis for prediction 
(4) J. Baker, J. Chern. soc., 2631 (1932) 
(5) R. Fuchs and c. Carlton, J. Am. Chern. Soc., 85, 
105 (1963) 
(6) Hammett proposed the following equation to correlate the 
effect of substitution and reactivity of side-chain 
of aromatic compounds: 
Log (k/k0 ) = ap 
a = substituent constant 
p = reaction constant 
k & k0 = rate constants for substituted and 
unsubstituted compounds respectively. 
o£, the reaction rates of several benzyl chlorides with 
thiosulfate. It was concluded that the nitro group in 
3, 4-disubstituted benzyl chlorides exerts only a rather 
small effect on the rates of reaction. It is evident 
from their results that the rates of reactions of 
3-substituted benzyl chlorides are in general, quite 
different from those of the 4-substituted benzyl chloride 
of similar lS'"' values. For example, the second order rate 
constants for the reactions of 3-nitro- and 4-nitrobenzyl 
chlorides with thiosulfate in 60% aqueous acetone at 
* 
30°C are recorded to be 5.98xl0-3 M-1sec~ 1 and 
l0.9xlo-3 M- 1sec-l respectively; the substituent constants 
of the nitro group in these two positions differ only by 
0.068 units. Since meta positions are not conjugated, 
and therefore, cannot stabilize transition state by 
resonance, their influence is less than that of para 
substituents. 
Miller and Bernstein(7 ) studied the reaction of 
substituted benzyl fluorides with alkali in aqueous 
acetone and the following order of reactivity was observed: 
m-N0 2 > p-halogen> p-CH3 > m-CH3 > H> m-halogen 
(7) w. T. Miller and J. Bernstein, J. Am. Chern. Soc., 
1Q, 3600 (1948) 
* liter/mole/sec. 
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The same order was observed with substituted benzyl 
chlorides. (S) The £-nitro compound was found to be most 
reactive but was not studied in detail by Miller and 
B t . b f th f . d . ' ( 7 ) erns e~n, ecause o e occurrence o s~ e react~ons. 
Hanna and Iskander(8 ) later studied the reaction 
between p-nitrobenzyl chloride and alkali in homogeneous 
aqueous acetone and aqueous dioxane media. The product, 
produced in quantitative yield, was identified as 
£ 1£'-dinitrostilbene. The kinetics of the reaction, as 
well as experiments on deuterium exchange of the benzylic 
hydrogens led the authors to proposed the following 
mechanism for the observed transformation, involving an 
_JL-elimination: 
> 02No CH=CH 0 N02 
p,p'-Dinitrostilbene 
(8) s. B. Hanna andY. Iskander, J. Chern. Soc., 217 {1961) 
8 
Interest in this abnormal, yet explainable, influence 
of the nitro group upon side chain reactivity has 
attracted the attention of several other workers$ 9) and 
9 
is being continued at the laboratories of this University$10 ) 
(9a) c. G. Swain and E. R. Thornton, J. Am. Chern. Soc., 
83, 4033 (1961) 
(9b) I. Rothberg and E. R. Thornton, ibid., 85, 1704 
(1963); 86, 3296 (1964) 
(10) s. B. Hanna, Chern. Commun., (20), 487 (1965) 
III. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The interesting results obtained in the reaction of 
£-nitrobenzyl chloride with alkali in aqueous-aprotic 
solvent mixtures led us to further investigate the 
influence of the nitro group in the meta position on 
side-chain reactivity. Thus, the present work involves 
an investigation of the product, kinetics, and mechanisms 
of the reaction of ~-nitrobenzyl bromide with alkali in a 
variety of aqueous-aprotic solvent mixtures. Measurement 
of the rates of reaction at several temperatures will 
afford the activation energy and other activation 
10 




The experimental work in this thesis is treated under 
the following three sections: 
A. Preparation of the materials to he used. 
B. Qualitative investigation of the products 
of the reaction. 
C. Rate measurements, results and graphical 
representations. 
A. PREPARATION OF MATERIALS 
The following materials were either prepared or 
purchased and purified according to standard procedures. 
m-Nitrobenzyl bromide: Laboratory reagent grade 
(Eastman Kodak) was obtained in the pure form and was used 
without further purification. 
Solvents: Dioxane, tetrahydrofuran and dimethyl 
formarnide were analytical reagents, obtained in the purest 
form (Fisher Scientific Company). 
Sodium hydroxide: To obtain an alkali solution as 
free from carbonate as possible, 0.2M sodium hydroxide 
stock solution was prepared according to S~rensen's rnethod~ll) 
(11) H. Diehl and G. Smith, Quantitative Analysis, John 
Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 205 (1955) 
by diluting a highly concentrated solution with recently 
.boiled-out distilled water. The solutions were prepared 
in small quantities (ca. 250 ml). These solutions were 
standardized by titration with a standard solution of 
potassium hydrogen phthalate, using phenolphthalein as an 
indicator. 
A ! percent solution of any of the previously 
mentioned solvents in water was made by mixing P volumes 
of the organic solvent with (lOO-P) volumes of the alkali 
solution. Such solution mixtures were prepared just before 
carrying out any kinetic experiment. 
Silver nitrate: Crystalline silver nitrate 
12 
(2.549gms, 0.015 moles) was dissolved in three liters of 
distilled water. The solution was standardized by electro-
metric titration with a standard solution of sodium bromide. 
The method of electrometric titration is discussed later. 
m-Nitrobenzyl bromide stock solution: m-Nitrobenzyl 
bromide (8.64 gms, 0.040 moles) was dissolved in one of the 
selected solvents to prepare 100 ml of 0.4M solution of the 
organic bromide. 
Buffer solution: Citric acid (117 ml of O.lM) and 
disodium hydrogen phosphate (100 ml of 0.2M) were mixed and 
stored in a stoppered pyrex bottle. The pH was checked 
with a Beckmann pH meter, and found to be 4.62. 
Quinhydrone: A laboratory reagent grade was used. 
Silver-silver bromide electrode: Of the methods 
reviewed by Janz and Taniguchi, (l 2)the electrolytic method 
was adopted due to simplicity. The silver electrodes were 
scrubbed until the surface was shining. The electrodes 
were then rinsed thoroughly with distilled water, and 
then electrolyzed as anode (platinum as cathode) in O.lM 
potassium bromide (made weakly acidic with hydrobromic 
acid) solution, for a few minutes, with a current density 
of nearly 5.0 milliamperes. The preparation was carried 
out in the dark as recommended because of sensitivity to 
light. When not in use, the electrodes were kept immersed 
in distilled water. 
Agar-potassium nitrate bridges: Laboratory grade 
of agar and halide-free potassium nitrate were used. The 
bridges were constructed in U-shape tubes made from pyrex 
13 
glass tube {0.25 inch I.D). When not in use, the bridges were 
kept in a large beaker (500 ml) containing a saturated 
solution of potassium'nitrate so as to maintain the nitrate 
concentration and prevent the agar drying out. 
(12) G. J. Janz and H. Taniguchi, Chem. Rev., 53, 397 
(1953) 
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Quinhydrone reference half cell: An electrode 
vessel of the type shown in fig. 1 was used. Before use, 
the stout platinum electrode was cleaned first with dilute 
alkali, and then with distilled water. The cleaned electrode 
was then heated to redness in an alcohol flame to ensure 
constancy and correctness of potential. 
Galvanometer: A pointer-type galvanometer (G. M. 
Laboratory Inc.) with a current sensitivity of 0.06 pA 
per millimeter, 8000 ohms of external damping resistance, and 
1100 ohms of coil resistance was used. 
Sulfuric acid: Dilute sulfuric acid (ca. O.ZM) 
was prepared by diluting 120 ml of laboratory grade 
sulfuric acid to one liter with distilled water. The 
solution was used to quench the reaction mixtures 
The arrangement of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. 
®----1 
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~--->71- To Gal.vanometer 
- ... 
® - -.·~ 
- . -
- - ... 
Fig.l ELECTROMETRIC METHOD FOR THE DETERMINATION 
OF BROMIDE IONS 
1. Platinum electrode 
2. quinhydrone half-cell 
3 •. Saturated potassium nitrate solution 
4.' Agar-potassium nitrate bridge 
5. Ag-AgBr electrode 
6. Titration vessel 
7. Burette 
8. Key, single contact 
B. QUALITATIVE INVESTIGATION OF PRODUCTS 
~-Nitrobenzyl bromide and sodium hydroxide, each 
0.04M, were allowed to react in SO% aqueous dioxane 
for 4 days at 29°C. The reaction mixture was then 
extracted with ether several times, and the ether 
extracts gathered and dried over Drierite (anhydrous calcium 
sulfate). Most of the ether was removed by slow 
distillation and most of the dioxane was removed under 
vacuum. The remainder was a brown viscous liquid that 
. . f . h (13) gave a pos~t~ve test or pr~mary alec ols. Its 
infrared spectrum (Beckman IR-SA) was identical with 
that of a sample of ~-nitrobenzyl alcohol prepared 
by reduction of m-nitrobenzaldehyde with aluminum 
isopropoxide in isopropyl alcohol (Meerwein-Pondrof-
Verley reduction). (l4 ) Further identification of 
the product was done by gas chromatographic analysis 
(F & M Model -720, Thermal Conductivity Gas Chromatograph) 
at 200°C using a two foot column of 10% Silicone Rubber 
SE-30 on 60-80 mesh 'firebrick. Both product of reaction 
16 
(13) R. L. Shriner, R. c. Fuson and D. curtin, The Systematic 
Identification of Organic Compounds, John Wiley & Sons, 
Inc., New York, pp. 243 (1965) 
(14) A. I. Voqel, A Text Book of Practical Organic Chemistry, 
Longmans, Green & Co., New York, pp-813 (1951) 
and authentically prepared m-nitrobenzyl alcohol had the 
same retention time {3.75 min.). 
C. KINETIC TECHNIQUES AND RATE MEASUREMENTS 
The kinetic investigations in this work essentially 
involved determination of the concentration of bromide ions 
liberated at different intervals of time. An electrometric 
method for determining bromide ions was used. All runs were 
taken in duplicate to ensure the reproducibility of the· 
measurements. 
Preparation of reaction mixtures: Reaction mixtures 
were prepared by diluting stock solutions of the reactants 
to the desired concentrations. For example, in the reaction 
between m-nitrobenzyl bromide and hydroxide ions, each 
0.04M in 50% aqueous dioxane, the following procedure was 
followed. .In a 100 ml yolumetric flask, 20 ml of 0. 2M 
sodium hydroxide {aqueous), 30 ml of recently boiled and 
cooled distilled water and 40 ml of pure dioxane were 
introduced. This flask was kept in a constant- temperature 
bath maintained at the desired temperature + 0.05°C. The 
reaction mixture was allowed to attain the temperature of 
the bath. 
To start the reaction, 10 ml of the organic bromide 
17 
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solution in dioxane (0.4M), kept at the same temperature, 
were injected into the 100 ml flask containing the rest 
of the reaction mixture. The flask was stoppered and 
shaken well to ensure proper and homogeneous mixing. At 
different time intervals, aliquot portions (5 ml) were 
withdrawn by pipette with the aid of an adjustable quick-
delivery syringe (B-D Cornwall metal pipetting holder, 
Becton, Dickinson & Co.). These portions were then quenched 
in about 25 ml of dilute sufuric acid {0.2M). The quenched 
mixtures were then titrated electrometrically with standard 
(0.005M) silver nitrate solution. 
As shown in Fig. (1), a silver wire coated with silver 
bromide dips into the solution whose concentration is to be 
determined. The solution is connected to a quinhydrone 
half-cell by means of an agar- potassium nitrate bridge. At 
the end point, in the titration of a bromide solution with 
silver nitrate, the bromide ion concentration is 1.0 x 106 • 14 
(the solubility product of silver bromide is 1.0 x lo12 • 28 (lS) 
at 25°C, and the theoretical potential of silver-silver 
bromide electrode in the solution would be equal to the 
potential of the quinhydrone half-cell, if the buffer 
(15) J. N. Butler, Solubility and pH Calculation, Addison-
Wesley PUblishing Co., Inc., Massachusetts, pp. 94, 
{1964) 
solution in the quinhydrone half-cell has a pH of 4.55. 
The end point is denoted by a reversal of the direction of 
current as indicated by a galvanometer. The silver-
silver bromide electrode is negative with respect to 
quinhydrone electrode, as long as free bromide ions 
19 
remain in solution. As the titration proceeds and the silver 
nitrate is added, the potential difference decreases until, 
at the theoretical end point, it is zero. The further 
addition of silver nitrate solution causes the silver-
silver bromide electrode to become the positive pole so 
that the reversal of the current occurs at this point. 
With a suitable galvanometer in the circuit, the reversal of 
current can be detected to within one drop of O.OOSM silver 
nitrate. 
KINETIC DATA 
Runs Al to A7 were carried out in 50% aqueous 
dioxane at 29 + 0.05°C. 
Runs Bl, B2 and B3 were carried out in 40%, 60% and 
70% aqueous dioxane respectively at 29 ± 0.05°C. 
Runs Cl, C2, C3, and C4 were carried out in 40%, SO%, 
60% and 70% aqueous tetrahydrofuran respectively at 
29 + 0.05°C. 
Runs Dl, D2, D3 and D4 were carried out in 50% 
aqueous dioxane at 40 + 0.05°C, 51 + 0.05°C, 61 + 0.05°C 
and 69.5 + 0.05°C respectively. 
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The runs with 40%, 50%, 60% and 70% aqueous N, N-
dimethyl formamide were tried. The rates were found to be 
too rapid to be measured by conventional means. For example, 
in 50% dimethyl formamide, with alkali concentration of 
0.04M and organic bromide concentration of 0.04M, the 
reaction was 60% complete in about one minute. 
The calculations and results of the data taken are 
shown in Appendix. 
Run Al: 
Concentration of RBr : 0.02M 
Concf"ntration of NaOHs 0 .0196M 
Concontrntion of Ap,N03s0.00625M 





















Average value of k 
2.130xlo-3 M-1sec-1 
1 -3 M-1 -~"1 Duplicate: 2.16x 0 sec 
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Run A2: 
Concentration of RBr:O .02M 
Concentration of NaOH:O .039M 













M1. of % 











Average value of k 
3.190xlo-3 Mr1 sec-1 
Duplicate: 3.193xlo-3 
M-1 -1 sec 
Run A3 : 
Concentration of RBr: 0 .02M 
.Concentration of NaOH: o.o78M 
Concentration of AgN0 3:0.0051M 
Time M1 of 






























Duplicate: 2.34xlo-3 u-1sec-1 
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Run A4 : 
Concentrat~on of RBr: o.04M 
Concentration of NaOH: o.0396M 
Concentration of AgN0 3:0.005M 
Time M1 of % 
(Hours) AgN0 3 Reaction 
0.5 7.1 18.7 
1o0 11.8 29.6 
1.5 14.3 37.6 
2.5 19.1 50.0 
3.0 21.1 55.5 
3.5 22.5 59.3 
4.0 23.3 61.6 
4.5 24.4 64.2 
5.5 26.1 68.9 
6.5 27.6 72.6 
7.5 28.3 74.5 
R.5 29.9 79.0 
Average value of k : 
2.34xl0-3 M-1sec-1 
Duplicate: 2.39xlo-3 M-1sec-1 
Run A5: 
Concentration of RBr1 0.04M 
Concentration of NaOH: 0.0784M 






























Average value o~ k 
2.19xlo-3 M-1sec-1 
Duplicate& 2.193xlo-3 u-1sec-1 
Run A6: 
Concentration of RBr: 0 .OUi 
Concentration of NaOHa 0.0975M 






























Average value of k 
'2• 46xlo-3 tr1 eec-l 
23 
Duplicate& 2.53xlo-3 u-1aec-1 
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Run A7: Run Bl: 
Concentration of RBrs O.OlM Concentration of RBrc 0.04M 
ConcP-ntration of NaOH: 0 .196M Concentration of NaOH: 0.0392M 
ConcP-ntration of AgN03 : 0.0049M Concentration of AgN03 a 0.0049M 
Time Ml of ~ Time Ml of ~ 
(Hour) AgNO$ Reaction (Hours) AgN03 Reaction 
0.2 3.1 27.7 0.5 5.9 15.5 
0.4 4.4 39.2 0.75 7.7 20.4 
0.6 5.4 48.3 1.0 9.5 25.0 
0.8 6.4 57.0 1.25 11~0 ~ 28.9 
1.0 7.8 69.5 1.50 11.9 31.4 
1.2 8.0 71.5 1.75 13.4 35.3 
1.4 8.6 77.7 2.25 16.5 43.4 
1.6 9.1 81.2 3.33 20.5 54.0 
1.8 9.5 84.7 3.83 22.4 59.0 
4.83 24.6 64.8 
6.00 26.2 69.3 
8.00 29.3 76.8 
ATerage Talue of k ATerage Talu• of k 
2.10xlo-3 Mr1aec-1 2.3lxlo-3 u-1 •• c-1 
-3 ..-1 -1 Duplicates 2.107xl0 sec 
29 -8 -1 -1 Duplicates 2. 7xl0 M sec 
Run B2: 
Concentration of RBr: 0.04M 
Conc,.ntration of NaOH: 0 .0~92td 
Concentration ot .AgN03 a 0.005M 
Time M1 of ~· 
(Hours) AgN03 Reaction 
0.33 5.0 12.7 
0.!15 6.1 15.5 
o.8o 8.1 20.8 
1.10 10.1 25.6 
1. !15 1:?.8 32.5 
2.05 14.6 37 .o 
3.25 19.1 50.0 
4.25 22.4 56.8 
5.25 24.7 62.8 
6.25 28.4 72.2 





Concentration ol RBr: 0.04td 
Concentration of NaOH: 0.0~92M 
Concentration ot .AgN03 s O.OOoM 
Time M1 of ~ 
(Hours) AgN0 3 Reaction 
0.5 5.8 14.2 
1.0 8.8 21.9 
1.5 11.3 27.9 
2.0 13.6 33.6 
2.5 15.8 39.0 
3.0 17.6 43.4 
4.0 20.2 50.0 
5.0 22.9 56.5 
6.0 25.0 61.8 
7.0 26.8 66.1 
8.0 28.2 69.6 
9.0 29.7 73.2 
Average value of k 
2.26x1o-3 M-1sec-1 
Run Cla 
Concentration ot RBr: 0 .02M 
Concentration of NaOH: O.Ol96M 
Concentration of AgN03 : 0.00514N 
Time Ml of % 









Average value of k 











Concentration ot RBr: 0.04M 
Concentration of NaOH: 0 .0392M 
Concentration of AgN0 3 : 0.0049M 
Time M1 of % 
(Hours) AgN0 3 Reaction 
2.0 6.2 15.5 
2.5 8.8 22.0 
4.5 11.7 29.3 
5.0 13.1 32.7 
5.5 13.7 34.4 
6.0 14.7 36.8 
6.5 15.9 39.8 
7.5 16.2 40.5 
9.5 19.2 48.0 
11.5 21.2 58.0 
12.5 22.8 57.0 
26.0 30.1 75.2 
Average value of k 
B.Olxlo-4 M-1sec-l 
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Run C3: Run C4: 
Concentration of RBr: 0.04M Concentration of RBr: 0.04M 
Concentration of NaOH: 0.0392M Concentration ot NaOH: 0.039~M 
Concentration of AgN03 : O.OO~l4M Concentration ot AgN0 3 : 0 .0049M 
Time M1 of % Time M1 of % 
(Hours) AgN0 3 Reaction ( Hourl!l) AgN0 3 Reaction 
1.0 5.0 11.6 2.0 7.1 18.3 
2.0 7.0 16.2 2.5 9.2 21.9 
3.0 10.0 23.4 3.0 9.4 22.4 
4.0 11.0 25.5 3.5 10.7 25.5 
5.0 12.8 29.8 4.75 11.0 26.3 
6.0 14.2 33.0 6.08 13.3 31.6 
8.0 17.0 39.5 7.08 18.0 42.9 
JO.O 19.2 44.6 8.08 19.2 45.8 
12.0 21.0 48.7 9.08 19.9 47.5 
14.0 22.2 51.7 10.08 21.8 52.0 
20.0 25.4 58.8 20.5 28.6 63.3 
24.0 29.0 67.8 21.75 30.3 72.0 
Average value of k Average value of k 
7.97xlo-4 u-1aec-1 8.48xlo-4 M-1aec-1 
Duplicate& 7.98x1o-4 w-1aec-1 Duplicates 8.57x1o-4 M-1aec-1 
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Run Dl s Run D2s 
Concentration of RBr: 0.04M Concentration of RBr: 0.04M 
ConcPntration of NaOR: 0 .0392M Concentration of NaOH: 0 .O!l92M 
Concentration of AgN0 3 a 0.0049M Concentration of .A.gN0 3: 0 .0049M 
Time Ml: of ~ Time Ml ot % 
(Hours) AgN0 3 Reaction (Hours) AgN0 3 Reaction 
0. 2f) 7.1 18.2 0.1 6.0 15.2 
0.50 11.9 30.4 0.2 12.0 30.4 
0.75 14.7 37.6 0.3 16.0 41.0 
1.00 17.4 44.5 0.4 18.6 47.7 
1.25 20.5 52.5 0.5 20.6 52.8 
1.50 21.9 56.2 0.6 22.0 56.5 
1.75 23.4 60.0 0.7 23.5 60.3 
2.25 25.9 66.4 o.8 24.7 63.4 
2.50 26.8 68.8 0.9 26 ... 8 66.2 
2.75 27.8 71.4 1.0 26.8 68.8 
3.00 28.6 73.2 1.2 28.3 72.6 
3.75 30.3 77.6 1.5 29.8 76.2 
Average value of k Average value of k 
5.61xlo-3 M-1sec-l 1.314xlo-2 w-1see-1 
Duplicates 5.66xlo-3 w-1sec-1 Dup1ica:tes 1.3llxl0-2 u-1.ee-l 
Run D3: 
Concentration of RBr: 0.04M 
Concentration of NaOR: 0,0392M 




































Average value of k 
2.92x1o-2 M-1sec-1 
-2 -1 -1 Duplicatec 2.88x10 M sec 
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Run D4: 
Concentration ot RBr: 0.04M 
Concentration of NaOH: 0.039~M 










































Average value of k 
7.125xlo-2 M-1sec-1 
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V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The reaction between ~-nitrobenzyl bromide and 
hydroxide ion in homogeneous aqueous-aprotic solvent media 
gave ~-nitrobenzyl alcohol as the product. Under exactly 
similar conditions, the £-nitro compound gave 
£,p'-dinitrostilbene in quantitative yield. {B) 
OH 
Aq. Dioxane 
0~ 02NO" CH=CHo"\ NO D~oxane _2 
- -
Aq. 
The difference in behavior between the m- and 
the £-nitro compounds is probably due to the inability of 
a meta substituent to conjugate with the side chain. The 
nitro group in the meta position is capable of influencing 
side-chain reactivity only through its inductive effect. 
However, in the para position, a nitro group is in direct 
conjugation with the side chain, and is thus more effective 
than a m-nitro substituent in two ways. First, it helps 
weaken the C-H bonds in the benzylic position and thus 
facilitate proton abstraction: 
rO"" 0 /H O~o\\ 8 Jl 01 N =- -c, ~ N '/ \ e-x I/ - x o¥ - 1 
'0 H 
Second, the transition state for the rate-determining 
decomposition (~ -elimination) will be stabilized by 
the nitro group in the para position. (B) 
It is interesting that while E-nitrobenzyldimethyl-
sulfonium tosylate or bromide give quantitative yields of 
the stilbene on treatment with alkali in aqueous media{ 9 ), 
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the ~-nitro-compound was reported to give 5% of m-nitrobenzyl 
alcohol, 41% of m,m'-dinitrostilbene oxide, and a brown 
tar! (9 ) The mechanism of formation of the stilbene oxide 
is 11 COmpletely unclear, but presumably involves an 
intermolecular oxidation-reduction reaction 11 • ( 9 ) 
Eighteen different runs were carried out in duplicate 
to study the kinetics of the transformation under 
consideration. The data are summarized in Table I. 
The Order of Reaction: 
Reactions carried out with varying concentrations 
of ~-nitrobenzyl bromide and of alkali seem to indicate 
that the overall reaction order is two. The results show 
no definite upward or downward drift in the calculated 
TABLE I 
THE RATE CONSTANTS FOR THE REACTION BETWEEN 
m-NITROBENZYL BROMIDE AND SODIUM HYDROXIDE IN AQUEOUS O"RGANIC SOLVENT MEDIAs 
Temperatur0 Solvent % Org.Sol. [RBr] [on] k.,x103 
oc (M) (M ) M-t -1 sec 
29.0 Dioxane 50 0.02 0.02 2.13 
-water 
29.0 II 50 0.02 0.04 3.09 
29.0 
" 
50 0.02 o.oa 2.33 
29.0 
" 
50 0.04 0.04 2.34 
29.0 
" 
50 0.04 o.oa 2.19 
29 .o 
" 
50 0.01 0.10 2.44 
29.0 
" 
50 0.01 0.20 2.10. 
29.0 
" 
40 0.04 0.04 2.31 
29.0 
" 
60 0.04 0.04 2.55 
29 .o 
" 
70 0.04 o·.o4 2.26 
29 .o THF-water 40 0.02 0.02 1.37 
29.0 It 50 0.04 0.04 0.810 
29.0 II 60 0.04 0.04 0.797 
29 .o 
" 
70 0.04 0.04 0.848 
40.0 Dioxan-water 50 0.04 0.04 5.61 
51.0 " 50 0.04 0.04 13.14 
61.0 " 50 0.04 0.04 29.20 
69.5 
" 
50 0.04 0.04 71.25 
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rate constants. This seems to suggest that the reaction 
follows the rate law: 
On integration, this gives, 




A - initial concentration of ~-nitrobenzyl bromide 
B = initial concentration of alkali 
X = amount reacted in time t 
The rate constants were calculated using computer technique 
(IBM 1620). The data points fit the second degree 
polynomial by the least square treatment. The program 
includes the calculation of average deviation, standard 
deviation, and % deviation at 95% confidence level. The 
latter was mostly-between 2% and 10%. 
Effect of Varying solvent composition: 
The reaction was studied in aqueous dioxane and 
in aqueous tetrahydrofuran media of various dielectric 
constants. 
Within any solvent mixture the rate of reaction was 
33 
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insensitive to variations in the dielectric constants. 
For example, in 50, 60, and 70% aqueous dioxane the 
rate constants were 2.34 x 10-3 , 2.55 x 10-3 , and 
2.26 x 10-3 M-l sec.- 1 respectively. Similarly, the rate 
constants in 50, 60, and 70% aqueous tetrahydrofuran were 
8.01 x 10-4 , 7.97 x 10-4 , and 8.48 x 10-4 M-l sec.-1 
respectively. This insensitivity to solvent composition 
may be taken as an indication for the occurrence of two 
processes side by side, viz., s 1 and s 2. N N 
N0 2 N02 N0 2 
o-CH2Br " 0 SNl 0 CH+ - OH ~ ---Br. CH20H 2 fas:t 
N02 
---Br o- CH20H + B? (Aq) 
OH 
Earlier work by several schools seem5to indicate the 
concurrent occurrence of these two mechanisms in the benzyl 
halides. Beste and Hammett, for example, found that the 
alkaline hydrolysis of benzyl chloride in 60.72% weight 
aqueous dioxane is best described by a two-parameter 
equation: 
where the first term describes a process whose rate-
determining step is independant of the [oH-J ~lG) 
Later, Simonetta and Favini, through a comparative study 
of the rates of alkaline hydrolysis of ~- methoxy and of 
unsubstituted benzyl chloride in aqueous acetone mixtures, 
were led to the same conclusion. (l?) 
One would expect the bond-breaking process to become 
more prominent with increasing dielectric constant or 
increasing water concentration. On the other hand, 
bond-formation which is accompanied by charge dispersion 
would be expected to predominate as the dielectric constant 
is decreased. If the rate of increase of one process is 
just balanced by a decrease in the other, one might expect 
the rate of hydrolysis, and the observed rate-constant to 
be almost constant. 
However, the variation in rate as we go from 50% 
aqueous dioxane (2.34 x 10-3 M-l sec.-1 ) to 50% aqueous 
tetrahydrofuran (8.01 x 10-4 M-l sec.-1 ) could be the result 
of specific solute-solvent interaction. 
(16) G. W. Beste and L. P. Hammett, J. Am. Chern. Soc., 
62, 2481, (1940) 
(17) M. Simonetta and G. Favini, J. Chern. Soc., 1840 
(1954) 
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Attempts to study the reaction in aqueous 
dimethylformamide were frustrated by the rapidity of 
the transformation. 
The reaction in 50% aqueous dioxane has also been 
studied at 5 different temperatures and the results 
are tabulated in Table I. The plot of log1 k vs 0 --
1/T gave a straight line (Fig. 2), and the Arrhenius 
activation energy, calculated from the slope, is 
15,500 cal/mole. A comparison with either £-nitro 
or unsubstituted benzyl bromide, is unfortunately not 
possible at this time because such compounds have not 
been studied as yet under the same set of conditions. 
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FIG. 2 
THE LOGARITHM OF THE RATE CONSTANT k FOR 
THE RATE OF REACTION BETWEEN m-NITROBENZYL 
BROMIDE AND SODIUM HYDROXIDE AS A FUNCTION 
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1/T X 104 
VI. CONCLUSIONS 
The nitro group, a strong electron-attracting group, 
is much more effective in modifying the reactivity of the 
side-chain in nitrobenzyl compounds when it is in the para 
position rather than when it is in the meta position. 
This difference in behavior in the m- and 12.-nitro compounds 
is due to the inability of a meta substituent to conjugate 
with the side-chain. The nitro group in the para position 
affects side-chain reactivity mainly by a very strong 
electromeric effect. On the other hand, the nitro group 
in the meta position influences the side-chain reativity 
only through the much weaker inductive and field effects. 
In the reaction studied, hydrolysis seems to take 
place by both SNl and SN2 mechanisms where bond-break::.. .. g 
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and bond-formation processes are consecutive and simultaneous 
respectively. It might even be more appropriate to suggest 
that the hydrolysis proceeds by an intermediate mechanism 
where bond-formation is probably more important than 
bond-breaking; the latter would not be encouraged by the 
electron-withdrawing character of the nitro group in the 
meta position. 
VII. RECO~~ENDATIONS 
In the case of aqueous dimethylformamide, the 
rapidity of the reaction made it difficult to study the 
kinetics by conventional means. Hence it is recommended 
that the reaction in this solvent be studied using proper 
techniques, such as those described in the literature. (lB) 
It would be of equal interest to study the resulting 
products in this reaction. This may be helpful in 
elucidating the reaction mechanism and the reasons for the 
rapidity of the chemical change taking place. 
(18) E. F. Caldin, Fast Reactions in Solution, John Wiley 




Least Squares Computer Program 
C ___ C*** 12666C HX002 SHETH __ R __ ~------------'O.l_lJ:J!t_/_f;,_6_FQ_R_~_,_,0'--____ 0_020 006 000 
C FORMO SHETH RAMESH N 
C.,___ __ C_ AL C_ll_L_A_T_I __ ON_O F S E_C_QlilLDR_D!£.Eioo.!RJ.__!RJ.JA~I.wEI&-)C.u.OL.1NhS.r....Iu:A:uN.LJiuS~------------I: REACTION TYPE R(A)+S(BJaPROOUCTS 
DIMENSION XMLC300),HC300J,XC300J,V(300),XSLOP(300JtOELC300),T(300) 
___ R E AD _ _l06, M -----.--------------------------DO 6 IQ =l,M 
READ lOB,TEMP 
---~P~NC~o~o~,~T~E~M~P _________________________________________ __ 
READ 106,L 
DO 6 K=l,L 
___ READ _106 ,_N _______________________________ _ 
XN=N 
READ lOO,(XML(I),I=l,N) 
---~R E..A.D_l_OO t (H (I ) I I= lt N) 
READ llO,A,B,R,S,CF 
P U NC H 10 7 , A t B 
___ Q0 ___ 2_I =_l_,_N, ______________________________ _ 
X(I)=XML(I)*CF/5. 
T ( I ) = 3.6 00. *H ( I ) 
2 Y(I)=LOGFCB*lA-R*XCI))/lA*lB-S*XliJI))/CA-BJ 
LEAST SQUARES FITTING OF DATA 
SUMX=O. 
____ SUMY=o._· _______________________________________ __ 
SUMXY=O. 
SUMX2=0. 
DO 3 I=.l,N 
SUMX=T(l)+SUMX 
SUMY =Y(I)+SUMY 





C:::.. ___ C.AL_~~-L AT I_ON OF I NDI VIDUAL S LO~P::..JE!0--!!5~---------------­
DO 4 I=l,N 
c 
CALCK=Y (I) /T( I) 
DEL(I )~SLOPE-CALCK 
4 PUNCH 102,T(IJ,CALCK, DE~(I) 
STATISTICAL TREATMENT OF DATA 
---~DELl~=~O~·~-----------~----------------------------------------DEL2=0. 





C __ C __ *_lll_* 12666C HX002 __ S_H_E_T_H R N._,__ ___ ~O 11J)_!ll_6_6 FOR.__,_,M_,O..._ __ Q0_2_0_0_0_6 __ 00< 
AOEY=OELl/XN 
---L-PUNC1:Ll_03JJ\D._..__,_ _________________________ _ 
STD=SQRTF(DEL2/(XN*(XN-l.J)) 
PUNCH l04,STD 
___ pERC T=_200 •*ST D/ SLOI'-E ______________________ _ 
6 PUNCH 105,PERCT 
STOP 
--LQQ_f_QRt1A'--l.I~(...Ll.L2~E..u6_...._..:J3_J..) _________________________ _ 
101 FORMAT(2X,6HSLOPE=,El3.5 9 14HLITER/MOLE-SEC,5X,9HCONSTANT=,El3.5) 
102 FORr1AT(2X,5HTIME=,Fl0.3,2X,lOHEXP CONST=,El8e5t2X,4HOEV=,El2.5) 
_l 0 3_ F 0 RM AT J 2 X , 18 H AVERAG_E_D_f.__V_tATlON=__f_J, E~l~3;uat_,;5LJ)'----------------
104 FORMAT(2X 1 21HSTANDARD DEVIATION =9 El3.5) 
105 FORMAT( 2X, 41HPERCENT DEVIATION AT 95 CONFIDENCE LEVEL=,El8.8) 
_ ...... 1 0"'-LEO R MAT ( I 6 l 
107 FORMAT(lXtl2HCONC OF RBR=t F8.5t5Xt 14HCONC OF ~AOH •tf8.5) 
108 FORMAT ( E6. l) 
_l_l_O_E_OR_t1AJ_L6_E_l2_._6 '------------------------
200 FORMAT(l5HlTEMPERATURE 1St F6elt lX; lHC) 
END 
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_TEMPERATURE IS 29,0 C _ ----------------- ______ _ 
CONC OF RBR= .02000 CONC OF NAOH = ,01960 ------
SLOPE= 0.2l697E-02LITER/MOLE-SEC CONSTANT= -0,37882E+Ol 
_T__jM E = 3_6QQ__._QOO__EXJ'-_C.ONS I= 0. 22 632.E-02 DEY=-0. 93445E::O_:-r-___ _ 
TIME• 7200,000 EXP CONST• O.l8463E-02 DeY• 0.32350E-03 
TIME• 10800.000 EXP CONST• O,l9141E-02 OEV= 0.25561E-03 
_TIME=_ 14400 .OOO_EX~ __ CONST=_ O.l8659_~02_DEY_==._Q_,30383E-03 ___ _ 
TIME= 18000.000 EXP CONST= 0,19026E-02 DEY= 0.26712E-03 
TIME= 21600.000 EXP CONST= 0.18998E-02 DEY= 0.26991E-03 
-I ..IKE= 28_80Q_._QOO~SI= 0.18826E-02 DEY= 0.28710E-03 
TIME= 36000,000 EXP CONST= 0.19444E-02 DEY= 0.22536E-03 
TIME= 43200.000 EXP CONSI= 0.20026E-02 DEY= O.l6713E-03 
_TIME= 50400.000 _EXP_CONST:: 0_._2_.2_7_86_~2.___0EY=-O_._l0_886E=Q3c__ ___ _ 
AVERAGE DEVIATION= 0.23019E-03 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 0,80845E-04 
~EBL£lil_D_EVIATION AT 95 CONFIDENCE LEVEL= 0.74520367E+Ol 
CONC OF R BR= • 02000 CONC OF NAOH = , 03900 
SLOPE= 0.3l913E-02LITER/MOLE-SEC CONSTANT= -0.27895E+Ol 
_T_IME_::___l8 OO_.QQ0_~2(._U_Q_N_ST= 0.26 778E-02 DEY= 0.513~_8f:-Q_3~----
TIME= 3600.000 EXP CONST= 0.27497E-02 DEY= 0.44162E-03 
TIME= 5400.000 EXP CONST= 0.27504E-02 DEV= 0.44089E-03 
TIME= 7200.000 EXP CONST= 0.27434E-02 DEY= 0.44785E-03 
TIME= 9000.000 EXP CONSI= 0.27774E-02 DEY= 0.41393E-03 
TIME= 10800,000 EXP CONST= 0.28214E-02 DEY= 0.36990E-03 
I IME=:_____l_4400_.000_E)(~QNST= 0.28632E-02 DEY= 0.328l;3E-0~3~----
TIME= 18000.000 EXP CONST= 0.29475E-02 DEV= 0.24380E-03 
TIME= 21600.000 EXP CONST= 0.29994E-02 DEY= O.l9190E-03 
TIME= 25200.000 EXP CONST= 0.32391E-02 DEY=-0.47767E-04 
AVERAGE DEVIATION= 0.34393E-03 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 0.12329E-03 
_P_ERC:_EI"'T_DEY_!A_IJ_PN __ 1\~_c;_O_N F I DENC E L EV[:_L= 0. 772 6606 7E +0 1.,__~-------
CONC OF RBR= .02000 CONC OF NAOH = .07800 
SLOPE= 0.23333E-02LITER/MOLE-SEC CONSTANT= -0.94500E+OO 
TIME= 900,000 EXP CONST= 0.20802E-02 DEY= 0.25309E-03 
TIME= 1800.000 EXP CONST= 0.21924E-02 DEY= 0.14087E-03 
TIME= 2700.000 EXP CONST= 0.20649E-02 DEY= 0.26842E-03 
TIME= 3600,000 EXP CONST= 0.21090E-02 DEY= 0.22~~LE-03. ______ __ 
-TIM-E= 4500-:ooO-EX-P CONST= 0-~-20875-E-02 DEY= 0.245BOE-03 
TIME= 5400,000 EXP CONST= 0,2095BE-02 DEY= 0.23751E-03 
TIME= 6300,000 EXP CONST= 0.20900E-02 DEY= 0.24329E-03 
TIME= 7200.000 EXP CONST= 0.20944E-02 DEY= 0.23891E-03 
TIME= 9000.000 EXP CONST= 0.21442E-02 DEV= 0.18911E-03 
TIME= 10800.000 EXP CONST= 0.21412E-02 DEV= O.l9211E-03 
--rTM-r::T260-0.000 EXP CONST= 0.22880E-02 OEV= 0.45324E-04 
TIME= 14400,000 \EXP CONST= 0.23793E-OZ DEV=-0.46041E-04 
AVERAGE DEVIATION= O.l9373E-03 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 0.62535E-04 
PERCENT DEVIATION AT 95 CONFIDENCE LEVEL• 0.5360l933E+Ol 
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C ___ C ***l2666C HX002 ___ SH_ETH R _N ___ _ 0 l/ 0_4/_ 6_UO_R_MO __ "_ .. 00 20_ 006 . 00 1 
CONC OF RBR= .04000 CONC OF NAOH = .03960 
-.S.LOJ~E= 0_._2.398l.f=Q2.LI I ERLM"""'O.-L..-E---.SE .... C...._ _ _,..C.w..ONSTANT= 0.13213 "'-E +.!.lOLJl.._ ____ _ 
TIME= 1800.000 EXP CONST= 0.31357E-02 DEV•-0.73757E-03 
TIME= 3600.000 EXP CONST= 0.27675E-02 DEV=-0.36938E-03 
_T It'1E=_5400 .OOO_EXP_CONST.= 0 .• 2525.0E:::02._DEY=-O .l2688E-03 __ _ 
TIME= 9000.000 EXP CONSI= 0.26022E-02 DEV=-0.20404E-03 
TIME= 10800.000 EXP CONST= 0.26252E-02 DEV=-0.22708E-03 
-LlME- 126_Q.Q._QQ_O EXP CONST= 0.25937E-02 DEY=-0.19555E-03 
TIME= 14400.000 EXP CONST= 0.24641E-02 OEV=-0.65973E-04 
TIME= 16200.000 EXP CONST= 0.24062E-02 DEY=-0.80487E-05 
_T I ME:: __ 19 8 0 0 • 0 00 ___ EX ~.CONS. T = 0_-..2_41..18 ~0_2_D_EY=-O_._l_96 4 1 E.:: 0 L----
TIME= 23400.000 EXP CONST= 0.24294E-02 DEY=-0.31299E-04 
TIME= 27000.000 EXP CONST= 0.24368E-02 DEY=-0.38644E-04 
TIME= 30600,000 EXP CONSI= 0.24803E-02 OEY=-0.82186E-04 
AVERAGE DEVIATION= O.l7552E-03 
STANDARD DEVIATION= 0.79868E-04 
__ PERCENT DEVIATION AT 95 CONFIDENCE LEVEL= 0.66608779E+Ol.,__ ____ _ 
CONC·O-FRB-R~-- .cf4000 CONC OF NAOH = .• 07840 -· 
SLOPE= 0.21930E-02LITER/MOLE-SEC CONSTANT= -0.29852E+OO 
TIME= 900.000 EXP CONSI= 0.25217E-02 DEY=-0.32877E-03 
TIME= 1800.000 EXP CONST= O.l9622E-02 DEY= 0.23074E-03 
TIME= 2700.000 EXP CONST= 0.20539E-02 DEY= O.l3901E-03 
_TJME_= ~_t,OO_._O_O_Q_[:XP CONST= 0.203UtE-02 DEY= O.l6113E-0_3-!__ ___ _ 
TIME= 4798.800 EXP CONST= 0.20989E-02 DEY= 0.94022E-04 
TIME= 6598.800 EXP CONST= 0.21127E-02 DEY= 0.80241E-04 
TIME= 8701.200 EXP CONSI= 0.21424E-02 DEY= 0.50597E-04 
TIME= 10800.000 EXP CONSI= 0.22029E-02 DEY=-0.99637E-05 
AVERAGE DEVIATION= O.l3681E-03 
_S_IAND_ARO_DEVJAI_IOti = 0 •. 633~E=Olt~-------------:------
PERCENT DEVIATION AT 95 CONFIDENCE LEVEL= 0.57752309E+Ol 
CONC OF RBR= .01000 CONC OF NAOH = .09750 
SLOPE= 0.25306E-02LITER/MOLE-SEC CONSTANT= 0.61815E+OO 
TIME= 2700.000 EXP CONSI= 0.31342E-02 DEY=-0.60357E-03 
TIME= 3600.000 EXP CONSI= 0.27841E-02 DEY=-0.25355E-03 
TIME= 4500.000 EXP CONSI= 0.26348E-02 DEY=-O.l0426E-03 -fTME-;---s40cf~(>'oOEXPGONSI= o.24598E-02 DEY= o.70763E-0::.:4::__ ___ _ 
TIME= 6300.000 EXP CONST= 0.24417E-02 DEY= 0.88931E-04 
TIME= 7200.000 EXP CONST= 0.24984E-02 DEY= 0.32174E-04 
TIME= 8100.000 EXP CONSI= 0.27467E-02 DEY=-0.21616E-03 
TIME= 9000.000 EXP CONST= Oe26813E-02 OEY=-0.15075E-03 
AVERAGE DEVIATION= 0.19002E-03 
--STANDARD DEVIATI~O~N~=~~o~.~9~6~6=2~7~E--0~4~-----------------------------------
PERCENT DEVIATION\AT 95 CONFIDENCE LEVEL= 0.76367032~+01 
CONC OF RBR= .01000 CONC OF NAOH·~ .19600 
SLOPE= 0.21071E-02LITER/MOLE-SEC CONSTANT• -0.33112E-OO 
TIME= 720.000 EXP CONST= 0.28000E-02 OEV•-0.69290E-03 
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C __ C***_l2666CHX002.__ SHETH R _N _______ Ol/04I6lL.FORMQ ____________ 0020_006 __ OOC 
TIME= 1440.000 EXP CONST= 0.20291E-02 DEY= 0.77987E-04 
._UJ1 E - 2 1 6_D_.__O_D_G_EX_P_GQNS_T_L:==-----1.o0r.a •....Ll...J7..J.l ...:l3..J.l.c..E=.-.u.O L-2 _OLLIE.::..YL.:=:......~.D.&...•....:3;a.:9l!l4u.Oul...~;E~-;JJO:.;z3 ___ _ 
TIME= 2880.000 EXP CONST• O.lB366E-02 DEY• 0.27052E-03 
TIME= 3600.000 EXP CONST= O.l9346E-02 DEY= O.l7253E-03 
_TIME= __ 4320 .000 ___ EXP_CONST_=-___ __:O._l983.8~02_DE.Y= O_.l2331E.:-03·-----
TIME= 5040.000 EXP CONST= O.l9385E-02 DEY= O.l6866E-03 
TIME= 5760.000 EXP CONST= 0.20479E-02 DEY= 0.59189E-04 
_LUtE= 648_0_._0_QO EXP CONST= 0.2ZOlOE-02 DEY=-0.93B65E-04 
AVERAGE DEVIATION= 0.22811E-03 
STANDARD DEVIATION = O.l0543E-03 
__ P E RC_E NJ_ DEVIATION A T_9_5 __ CO NE_I_Q~C_E ___ L E.Y_ELE Q__._LO_O_QI2_3_lE_tO 2. ------
CONC OF RBR= .04000 CONC OF NAOH = .03920 
SLOPE= 0.22970E-02LITER/MOLE-SEC CONSTANT= -0.96721E+OO 
TIME= 1800.000 EXP CONST= 0.24048E-02 DEY=-O.l077BE-03 
TIME= 2700.000 EXP CONST= 0.22077E-02 DEY= 0.89328E-04 
TIME= 3600.000 EXP CONST= .0.21621E-02 DEY= O.l3490E-03 
_T_IM_E--=--4_5_0Q_._O_O_O_EXP CON_S_T= 0.2_J053E-02 DEY= o._l9_1_1_6_1:;-o_3~---
TIME= 5400.000 EXP CONST= 0.20050E-02 DEY= 0.29201E-03 
TIME= 6300.000 EXP CONST= O.l9509E-02 DEY= 0.34616E-03 
TIME= 8100.000 EXP CONST= 0.21155E-02 DEY= O.l8152E-03 
TIME= 11988.000 EXP CONST= 0.21571E-02 DEY= O.l3989E-03 
TIME= 13788.000 EXP CONST= 0.22892E-02 DEY= 0.77670E-05 
_T_I M E = l _ _I3_8Jt._Q_O_ O_E_~_O NS T = 0 .22~2_6_E:::_Q2 DE Y..::_O__._l!t_4_LB_cO~-=-----
TIME= 21600.000 EXP CONST= 0.21226E-02 DEY= O.l7439E-03 
TIME= 28800.000 EXP CONST= 0.23315E-02 DEY=-0.34467E-04 
·AVERAGE DEVIATION- O.l4370E-03 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 0.52544E-04 
PERCENT DEVIATION AT 95 CONFIDENCE LEVEL= 0.45749923E+Ol 
CONC OF RBR= .04000 CONC OF NAOH = .03920 
-S-L 6PE = ()-;--256 32E -o 2 LITER I MOLE-SEC -- CONS TAN,...l:T!..-=---o-.-l-9_2_8_8_E_+_O_l ____ ....;.__ 
TIME= 1188.000 EXP CONST= 0.30723E-02 DEY=-0.50909E-03 
TIME- 1980.000 EXP CONSI= 0.23679E-02 DEY= O.l9533E-03 
TIME= 2880.000 EXP CONSI= 0.22551E-02 DEY= 0.30812E-03 
TIME= 3960.000 EXP CONST= 0.21547E-02 DEY=' 0.40849E-03 
TIME= 5580.000 EXP CONST= 0.20878E-02 D~Y= 0.4754~~-~3~------
-T-I ME--;--7386--~oo-6-EYPCDNSI= o·:2o645E-02 DEY= o .498 70E-03 
TIME= 11700.000 EXP CONSI= 0.21371E-02 DEY= 0.42606E-03 
TIME- 15300.000 EXP CONST= 0.21948E-02 DEY= 0.36837E-03 
TIME= 18900.000 EXP CONSI= 0.22640E-02 DEY= 0.29916E-03 
TIME= 22500.000 EXP CONST= 0.28124E-02 DEY=-0.24920E-03 
AVERAGE DEVIATION= 0.37379E-03 -S-TANDirRo--DEVIAIIO·N:-:-~=~0~ • .;-;12;;9~2~1~E;.--::0;:-;3~-----------------
PERCENT DEVIATION\AT 95 CONFIDENCE LEVEL= O.l0082292E+02 
CONC OF RBR= .04000 CONC OF NAOH·= .03920 
SLOPE= 0.22362E-02LITER/MOLE-SEC CONSTANT= -0.80179E-OO 
TIME= 1800.000 EXP CONST• Oe30129E-02 OEY•-0.77670E-o3 
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C_ C***_l2666CHX002 ___ SHETH R _N ________ Ol/04/66_FORMO _ 
- 00 20 006 ooc 
TIME= 3600.000 EXP CONST= 0.23702E-02 DEY=-O.l3395E-03 
_J_l11E_~_4_Q_O__._OOO_EXE_G_D_N_ST= 0. 2182 7E-02 DEY= 0. 5_35_6Q_E_::O 't----
TIME= 7200.000 EXP CONST= Oe20265E-02 DEY• 0.20975E-03 
TIME• 14400.000 EXP CONST• 0.20417E-02 DEY= O.l9456E-03 
·_TIME=_ 18000 .OOO_EXP_CONSJ= ___ O_.l9444E_::_Q2_DE_Y= 0.29183E-03 ___ _ 
TIME= 21600.000 EXP CONST= 0.21624E-02 DEY= 0.73785E-04 
TIME= 25200.000 EXP CONST= 0.22252E-02 DEY= O.l0994E-04 
_ _._T..JulM_E= 288__Q_O_._OJ)O EXP CONSI= 0.22526E-02 DEY=-O.I6396E-04 
TIME= 32400.000 EXP CONST= 0.22780E-02 DEY=-0.41803E-04 
AVERAGE DEVIATION= 0.18033E-03 
_STAND.t\R_D ____ DEVIAT_ION = __ Q.9_(-t_2_0_2_E-:_04 ____ ------
PERCENT DEVIATION AT 95 CONFIDENCE LEVEL= 0.84250966E+Ol 
GONG OF RBR= .02000 CONC OF NAOH = .01960 
SLOPE= O.l3803E-02LITER/MOLE-SEC CONSTANT= O.l3865E-OQ 
TIME= 10800.000 EXP CONST= 0.14675E-02 DEY=-0.87206E-04 
TIME= 14400.000 EXP CONST= 0.14020E-02 DEY=-0.21732E-04 
_T_IME_~lJtOOO_._OO_O_E__xe_C_ONST= O.l_3_9_6__5_E-0_2 __ j)_f;Y=-O_._l_6_2_11E__::_Q_4~----
TIME= 21600.000 EXP CONST= O.l3352E-02 DEY= 0.45132E-04 
·TIME= 28800.000 EXP CONST= O.l3282E-02 DEY= 0.52105E-04 
TIME= 36000.000 EXP CDNST= O.I365BE-02 DEY= 0.14553E-04 
TIME= 43200.000 EXP CONST= 0.1492BE-02 DEY=-0.11244E-03 
TIME= 50400.000 EXP CONST= O.l3348E-02 DEY= 0.45545E-04 
_AS_ER A G_E__D EYI_A_J_I ON= 0 ._4_23_6_6_E__::_Q,...=L_ __________________ _ 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 0.22369E-04 
PERCENT DEVIATION AT 95 CONFIDENCE LEVEL= 0.32411732E+01 
CONC Of RBR= .04000 CONC OF NAOH = .03920 
SLOPE= 0.78854E-03LITER/MOLE-SEC CONSTANT= -0.22714E+Ol 
TIME= 7200.000 EXP CONST= 0.64950E-03 DEY= O.l3905E-03 
TIME= 9000.000 EXP CONST= 0.78333E-03 DEY= 0.52100E-05 
-TIME= i62o·o-~66o-EXP CONST= 0.66-o48'E-=-o3 DEY= o. l2-8o6-E-=o-3"------
TIME= 18000.000 EXP CONST= 0.69830E-03 DEY= 0.90245E-04 
TIME= 19800.000 EXP CONST= 0.65634E-03 DEY= 0.13220E-03 
TIME= 21600.000 EXP CONST= 0.67076E-03 DEY= 0.11779E-03 
TIME= 23400.000 EXP CONST= 0.70261E-03 DEY= 0.85931E-04 
TIME= 27000.000 EXP CONST= 0.64783E-03 DEY= O.l4071E-03 
-TIME= 342-bo.-600 EXP CONST= 0.67792E-03 DEY= 0.11062E-03 
TIME= 41400.000 EXP CONST= 0.68988E-03 DEY= 0.98664E-04 
TIME= 45000.000 EXP CONST= 0.71568E-03 DEY= 0.72868E-04 
TIME= 93600.000 EXP CONST= 0.78437E-03 DEY= 0.41750E-05 
AVERAGE DEVIATION= 0.93794E-04 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 0.31351E-04 
-P-E-RCE-NT DE V I AT I ON AT 9 5 C 0 N F I ~O~E _.:NC:::_E~L-E_V_E_L_=----=o-.-=7:-9-=5~1-=5~8-=7~0-=E-+-=-o-=-1-------
CONC OF RBR= .04000\ CONC OF NAOH = .03920 
~OPE= 0.79843E-03~ITER/MOLE-SEC CONSTANT= -O.l8826E+Ol 
TIME= 3600.000 EXP CONST= O.l0225E-02 DEY=-0.22404E-03 
TIME= 7200.000 EXP CONS!• 0.77901E-03 DEY• Oel9416E-04 
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_C __ C***_l2666CHXOOl_SHETH R N ______ Ol/04/66_FORMO ____ _ 0020.006 ooc 
TIME= 10800,000 EXP CONST= O.A3105E-03 DEY=-0.32627E-04 
.--.IJJ:iE = l!tlt.OJ)_._u_oo EXLC."ONS~t,..;=--. ___ o. 1010.2 e-o 3 nF v. a. 91~2.f..:..o_~----
TIME• 18000,000 EXP CONST• 0,69013E-03 DEY• Q,l0830E-03 
TIME= 21600.000 EXP CONST= 0,67512E-03 DEY= O,l2331E-03 
_T I ME=:_28800 .000 EXP_CONST::: 0 ,68549E_-:_03_DE_Y_?_O, ll293E-O 3----
TIME= 36000,000 EXP CONST= 0,69722E-03 DEY= O.l0121E-03 
TIME= 43200,000 EXP CONST= 0,70079E-03 DEY= 0.97637E-04 
~IME= 50400,000 EXP CONST- 0,68171E-03 DEY= O,ll672E-03 
TIME= 72000,000 EXP CONST= 0,67922E-03 DEY= O,ll921E-03 
TIME= 86400,000 EXP CONST= 0,89085E-03 DEY=-0,92420E-04 
_AVERAG~ __ DEVI4TION=:_ _ _g_._l03_77E-Q3~------------------­
STANDARD DEVIATION = 0.34483E-04 
PERCENT DEVIATION AT 95 CONFIDENCE LEVEL= Q,86378601E+Ol 
CONC OF RBR= .04000 CONC OF NAOH = .03920 
SLOPE= 0.85788E-03LITER/MOLE-SEC CONSTANT= -0,25231E+Ol 
TIME= 7200,000 EXP CONST= 0,82582E-03 DEY= Q,32068E-04 
_T_I ME_~~ 00 0_,_00 O_EXLC_O_~ S_T = 0_,_8 0_4_14E.:::._Q3_0 EY..::_0_,_5 3 7 4 5 E:O 4~---
TIME= 10800,000 EXP CONST= 0,69913E-03 DEY= O.l5875E-03 
TIME= 12600,000 EXP CONST= 0,68573E-03 DEY= O.l7215E-03 
TIME= 17100.000 EXP CONST= 0.55246E-03 DEY= 0.30542E-03 
TIME= 21888,000 EXP CONST= Q,56614E-03 DEY= 0.29175E-03 
TIME= 25488,000 EXP CONST= 0,80403E-03 DEY= 0.53853E-04 
_LIM E-=.._2_2_0_8_8 ,_O_O_O_£XLC..OJ4SJ-:= 0 J_8_6_ll E-0..3_DEY= 0. 7lL7..3_E_::_Q_:::x;._ __ _ 
TIME= 32688,000 EXP CONST= 0,73509E-03 DEY= 0,12280E-03 
TIME= 36288,000 EXP CONST= O,Bl547E-03 DEY= Q,42411E-04 
TIME= 73800.000 EXP CONST= 0.65944E-03 DEY= O.l9844E-03 
TIME= 78300.000 EXP CONST= 0,98034E-03 DEY=-O.l2245E-03 
AVERAGE DEVIATION= O,l3547E-03 
STANDARD DEVIATION = Q,48963E-04 
PERCENT DEVIATION AT 95 CONFIDENCE LEVEL= O,ll414872E+02 
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_TEMPERATURE I S 40 • 0 C ____ -------------- _____________ _ 
CONC OF RBR= .04000 CONC OF NAOH = .03920 
SLOPE= 0.56621E-02LITER/MOLE-SEC CONSTANT= -0.27353E-OO 
_T_I_M_E= 9._0_Q_._O_O_O EXP CONST= 0.__59821E-02 D.EY=-O...:i?"""CW...lf..:J2~!-----
TIME• l800.QOO EXP CONST• 0.59976e-02 OEV•-0.3~~57E-03 
TIME= 2700.000 EXP CONST= 0.53489E-02 DEY= 0.3131AE-03 
T I ME_=:__3600.000_E XP _CONS_T_:= 0_._5_4_68_7E--=-02_QE_Y= 0. l9339E-O 3----
TIME= 4500.000 EXP CONST= 0.57229E-02 DEY=-0.60844E-04 
TIME= 5400.000 EXP CONST= 0.55348E-02 DEY= O.l2724E-03 
TIME= 63~~0 EXP CONSI= 0.55164E-02 DEY= O.l4570E-03 
TIME= 8100.000 EXP CONST= Oe55677E-02 DEY= 0.94403E-04 
TIME= 9000.000 EXP CONST= 0.55282E-02 DEY= O.l3388E-03 
_T_IM_E_=_9_900_._0_00_EXLC_O_NSJ= 0_~5 _ 6~~J:.::.02___QEY=-Q_._3_Q3l3E_::0_4L----
TIME= 10800.000 EXP CONST= 0.56663E-02 DEY=-0.42347E-05 
TIME= 13500.000 EXP CONST= 0.56860E-02 DEY=-0.23881E-04 
AVERAGE DEVIATION= 0.14855E-03 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 0.56405E-04 
PERCENT DEVIATION AT 95 CONFIDENCE LEVEL= O.l9923741E+Ol 
48 
_TEMPERA_I_URE IS ___ S_l,O _ _,C'------------------------------------
CONC OF RBR= .04000 CONC OF NAOH = .03920 
SLOPE= O.l3115E-01LITER/MOLE-SEC CONSTANT• O.l7347E+Ol 
._T_IJ1E= 36_Q_,_O_OO EXP C01!_$_T_= ____ O:'L.L., L2_23~t.::.Ql DEY= 0 ,8_8034E-Q_3, ___ _ 
TIME= 720,000 EXP CONST= O,l4818E-01 DEY=-0.17030E-02 
TIME= 1080,000 EXP CONST= 0,15330E-01 DEY=-0.22155E-02 
_T H1E=_l440 ,OOO_EXP_CONST:= ()._1_~96_QE-QJ_[_)~Y_=:_=O.l8452E-O 2 ___ _ 
TIME= 1800,000 EXP CONST= O,l4594E-Ol DEY=-O.l4788E-02 
TIME= 2160,000 EXP CONST= O,l3976E-Ol DEY=-0,86115E-03 
_LIME= 2520._9_00 EXP CONST= 0.1379_LE-Ol DEY--0,67621E-03 
TIME= 2880.000 EXP CONST= 0.13792E-Ol DEY=-0.67743E-03 
TIME= 3240,000 EXP CONST= O.l3770E-Ol DEY=-0.65577E-03 
_T_I ME=_3600,_000_EXLC_O_NST= 0 ._l_3_6_6_8_E_::.Ol DEY=-Q_._5_5_36_9_E_-:_03:.._ __ _ 
TIME= 4320.000 EXP CONST= O.l3670E-Ol DEY=-0.55488E-03 
TIME= 5400,000 EXP CONST= O,l3145E-Ol DEY=-0,30563E-04 
AVERAGE OEVIATION= O.lOllOE-02 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 0.35758E-03 
PERCENT DEVIATION AT 95 CONFIDENCE LEVEL= 0.54531824E+Ol 
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_TEMPERATURE. I_S _ 6_l.O ____ C____ ---------------
CONC OF RBR= .04000 CONC OF NAOH = ,03920 
SLOPE= 0.28836E-01LITER/MO~E-SEC CONSTANT• O.l7309E+Ol 
_I_j M E = 18 0 , OJ)_O E X P C Q Nt_..;SuT_:=:__ _ -...!>L.0_._ • ...23_..L5..~o..l.L7.u..8 .~-.E -:::..OI.l...lo...l _DI.LIE~Y~.....:=::..::-~OLJ•u.6.~~3c4u:2;._;;9u.E~-_...ou.2 ___ _ 
TIME= 240,120 EXP CONST= 0,34132E-Ol DEY=-0.52964E-02 
TIME= 300.240 EXP CONST= 0.33464E-Ol DEY=-0,46290E-02 
_TIM E_= __ 4_1_7_.600_E X_~CDNS_T_= ___ __:O_. 3_312.7E-=.O_L_OE_'0:_-:_0_.4_2_9l6E -O 2. 
TIME= 660.240 EXP CONST= 0.31039E-Ol OEY=-0.22034E-02 
TIME= 900,000 EXP CONST= 0,29771E-Ol DEY=-0.93545E-03 
TIME- 1198.800 EXP CONST- 0.30507E~-~O~lL-~D~E~Y~=~-~a~.ul~6u7~l~l~F~-~0~2---------
TIME= 1497.600 EXP CONST= 0.31106E-Ol DEY=-0.22706E-02 
TIME= 1800.000 EXP CONST= 0.31674E-Ol OEY=-0.28382E-02 
_T_l M E_:;___Z_ 7_0 Q_, Q_QQ E X P C O_N S T~==--__ ___u:O--. • .L-2 a43..0 E- 0 1 DEY = 0 .!t_Cl5_1_6J.;.E.=-.u.O .-~.3 ___ _ 
AVERAGE DEVIATION= 0,30884E-02 
STANDARD DEVIATION = O.l2020E-02 
PERCENT DEVIATION AT 95 CONFIDENCE LEVEL= 0.83367191E+Ol 
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_T EM PER AT U R E I S 6 _9 • 5 C ______ _ 
CDNC OF RBR= .04000 CONC OF NAOH = .03920 
SLOPE= 0.70938E-01LITER/MOLE-SEC CONSTANT= -O.l0076E+Ol 
Tit':1E= 59.76_0 EXP C_O..N..SI= 0.94748E-Ol DEY=-0.23.8..Q..2.f.=.O_.~._ __ _ 
TIME= 90.000 EXP CONST= 0.82728E-Ol DEY=-O.ll789E-Ol 
TIME= 119.880 EXP CONST= 0.77825E-Ol DEY=-0.6R864E-02 
_TJ ME = __ 149.] 6 O_EXP _C 0 NS I_= 0 ._74_6 65 E.= OJ. __ DEY::-0. 3 7 2 7 0 E ~0 "'----
TIME= 180.000 EXP CONST= 0.73577E-01 DEY=-0.26388E-02 
TIME= 240.120 EXP CONST= 0.66837E-Ol DEY= 0.41014E-02 
TI~E- 300.240 EXP CONST- 0.649l5E-Ol DEY= 0.60236E-02 
TIME= 417.600 EXP CONST= 0.66758E-Ol DEY= 0.41807E-02 
TIME= 597.600 EXP CONST= 0.59350E-Ol D6Y= O.ll589E-Ol 
_T_I M_E = 7_20_. OOO_E;_).t;LC_O_NS_T= 0_._6.2_6.3_6_E=._Ql DEY..=._0_._8_3Q2Q~O_t;._2 ___ _ 
TIME= 900.000 EXP CONST= 0.61188E-Ol DEY= 0.97501E-02 
TIME= 1260.000 EXP CONST= 0.78703E-Ol DEY=-0.77643E-02 
AVERAGE DEVIATION= 0.83801E-02 
STANDARD DEVIATION = 0.30193E-02 
PERCENT DEVIATION AT 95 CONFIDENCE LEVEL= 0.85123700E+Ol 
STOP END OF PROGRAM AT STATEMENT 0006 + 01 LINES. 
APPENDIX II 
Sample Calculations 
The second-order rate constant, k 2,for Run A2 
was also calculated by the conventional method, viz., 
graphically. Based on the second-order kinetics 
equation, described on page 33, a plot of log l !!:=~~] 
vs. time was attempted as shown in Fig. 3. The slope 
of the straight line (fitted by the eye) was found to 
-1 be equal to 0.0830 hr • 
Slope = 
= 
k 2 (A-B) 
2.303 
-1 -1 10.80 M hr • 
3.02 X l0- 3M-1sec-1 • 
This value agrees well with the one calculated by the 
computer technique (3.19 X l0-3M-1sec-1 .). 
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2.4r-------------------------------------
o.o 4 8 12 16 20 
Time (hours) 
Fig. 3 The Logarithm of the Concentration of the 
Reagent as a Function of the Time. 
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